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I am interested in contributing to the Bionode project. Biology as a subject has always interested me, and
utilizing computers and code has always been natural for me. Web development was where I coded on
the side, and would always try to coded websites for school projects profusely. JavaScript on the server
became possible with V8 and Node, and I’ve been strengthening my skills writing modules and RESTful
APIs communicating with databases and child processes over the last few years. I’m comfortable working
with databases like MySQL/PostgreSQL and MongoDB. I’ve programmed with JS, Python, Java, Go, C,
R, and of course, LATEX, among others. Learning new languages and tools is always a worthwhile challenge.
I’ve played with Docker and I’m excited about emerging technologies such as GraphQL and WebAssembly.
I have some projects to show for it as well:

• Consortia Flux is a web application for investigating and altering the structure of synthetic microbial
communities. It was developed for iGEM Toronto for the iGEM competition, at which point I was
a computational team lead. Our team received a silver medal for our efforts. The web visualization
renders metabolic models with metabolites as nodes and reactions as edges; but since the data is so
abundant it is impossible to make any sense of a complete network. To combat this we organized
groups of nodes into subgraphs based upon: which species they belonged to, which compartment of
the cell they belonged to, and which system they were annotated within the cytosol compartment.
This created 3 nested levels. Further, the user can optimize the current network which runs a Python
workflow serverside. We wrote our own workflow to combine species level metabolic models into one
aggregate community model, and then performed flux balance analysis on the community through
COBRApy. At this point the number of nodes in the network decreases again, and edges are labeled
green or red if they received positive or negative values following the FBA.

• BioRender is my third year project. With the mentor-ship of SmartBiology, I am constructing a
procedural and to scale 3D cell model for WebGL. Protein models are built from PDB files, and cell
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components such as the mitochondria are procedurally generated with Blender Python scripting. I
aim to match EM photos for reference. While compartments are built procedurally, I note the random
values used, and then use these as locations to place the relevant proteins. In this way, given the
localization of proteins and estimated densities, I can procedurally generate realistic lipid membrane
environments. I aim to include integration into UniProt and QuickGO for annotations and describing
the hierarchical relationships of components, respectfully. I will be presenting BioRender as a trainee
speaker at TORBug, on April 27. Until then, my Twitter feed is the best place to get sneak peak
screenshots!

• StockRender is a startup I cofounded. This was my first experience writing Node servers for production.
Our application provides a dashboard of rearrange-able apps, and maintains the layout and tabs for
each user. The apps pull data from our API which itself collects relevant stock information from a
variety of sources.

• JavaScript and Bioinformatics was a presentation I did for BCB410: Applied Bioinformatics.

• BioNode and R in bioinformatics was a workshop I gave at UofT BioHacks (source), a hackathon
myself and other executive members of iGEM Toronto organized. The event was a great success, with
12 teams from different schools presenting their overnight projects. You might notice there are many
commits for what seems to be a simple static site. We actually engineered it quite a bit, prerendering
a React app into HTML for SEO and so that it can be cached by CloudFlare, and the JavaScript SPA
aspects still kick in once the JS loads. Best of both worlds!

• bionode-quickgo and bionode-obo are two modules I have published to npm and have been added into
the Bionode project. The first arose out of a school project for a BCH441: Bioinformatics, and the
second is relevant to BioRender. It is exciting and rewarding to have contributed code to a project!

• redux-algorithms is a little proof of concept I put together with Redux one night. Since Redux is so
great at managing application state, I thought it would be neat to be able to write algorithms and
a renderer u that could take any state - out of the box you get an interactive walk through of the
algorithm and can go forwards/backwards. Eventually I’d like to try and write a sort of pseudo code
for this in JSX, and anyone would be able to write pseudo code and get out an interactive walk through.
Currently, it solves the interval scheduling problem with a greedy strategy.

I believe my projects demonstrate that I have a strong understanding of JavaScript and Node, as well as
experience working with bioinformatics and computational biology. As well, my performance as team lead
for iGEM Toronto demonstrates my ability to plan and execute a project over a 4 month period.

Introduction
Biology is incredibly complex, yet manages to self-organize wonderfully. Values of interest for computational
biology may include drug response prediction, understanding protein interaction networks, predicting effects
of transcription, or describing effective synthetic consortia for goals such as product creation or consumption
of harmful environmental metabolites. The workflows that result in these hypotheses are bioinformatic
at their core - they consume raw data and produce “objects” that can be then computed on, compared,
evaluated, stored, etc.

In this way, bioinformatics and computational biology aims to

1 Pull in “raw data” from a variety of sources: experimental results (e.g. RNASeq), databases of anno-
tations (e.g. UniProt), databases of observations (e.g. GO), even images (e.g. for cell tracking)

2 Transform the data source into an interpretable format. For example, CSV (which likely came from even
more “raw data”) into objects for each row, or JSON representations of data. A common representation
is a data frame.
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3 Using the prepared resource, potentially with the addition of other similarly prepared resources, per-
form an analysis. This could range from observations on subsets of the data items, modeling, graph
analysis, machine learning, etc. Ultimately a hypothesis or results of some sort are achieved.

4 Compare the results with some metric. Could be comparing to known information, for example compar-
ing the predicted qualities of a gene network to the observed qualities. Usually statistics or visualization
is employed here.

5 Visualization. This step is incredibly important, as it provides a fertile ground for intuitive response
to the experiment’s results. This state of mind is conducive to generating insight and new questions.

6 Store results somewhere (usually a database, or program/REST API to replicate results). Now we
have gone full circle and the methods/data produced are open to everyone for another round. Ideally
the whole process is entirely reproducible from step 1.

I propose to extend the Bionode project by developing new modules and ultimately a workflow engine
which can be the backbone to this experimental cycle. This is not new - other platforms make attempts
at solving the workflow problem.[1] What is new with the Bionode approach is that it is the first approach
that is has its core based around streams. Furthermore, it builds off the launching rocket ship that is
JavaScript, having recently escalated in popularity since the release of Google’s V8 engine, with multiple
parties competing to bring next generation performance and APIs to JavaScript and the web. Additionally,
JS is the solution for leading edge UI, and is achieving ability for high quality graphics with WebGL2 and
WebAssembly on the horizon. Bionode is a young project, and there is still much potential to be reaped
from the ecosystem JS provides.

Streams
fs.createReadStream("your.dna")

Node has Streams and Events built into its core API. Why are streams so great? With a stream, data
flows out of the source in chunks. The chunks can be buffers, strings, or objects. In this way, the amount of
data at one time is much less than if you were to store each line of the file in an array and then start looping
through. As well, streams can be piped through HTTP protocols. Streams become powerful when they are
used to transform the data. Once the implementation is written, the actual transformation is abstracted
away:

fs.createReadStream("your.dna").pipe(emitTranscriptionStartSites())

Streams can also be composed, forked and ran in parallel. This API for transforming data into objects
provides a nice basis to abstract a workflow on top of. A file to object transform stream fulfills steps 1 and
2 of the cycle, pulling in raw data and transforming it into something usable. But streams don’t just have
to be for parsing. One can have a stream that reads in objects, performs some analysis on these objects
(perhaps totally external as a child process, a REST call, embedded C/C++ through V8), and then emits
results. Imagine separate machines across the world each performing one heavy task at a time for one object
at a time, but streaming the entire workflow! This would be more efficient than the traditional “do task 1,
do task 2”. Then we can also use streams for steps 3 and 4 of the cycle, analyzing the prepared objects and
obtaining results.

Of course, not everything can be streamed, and sometimes it is required to store large amounts of data in
memory to perform an analysis. For example, some alignments can require machines with up to 240 GB of
RAM. But, HTTP resources and files can always be streamed, and these resources represent a large portion
of bioinformatics workflows. As well, many researchers still perform workflows on their local machine, where
they are less likely to perform tasks which require large amounts of memory.

Next comes visualization. In R, visualization usually comes directly from the scripting platform. For
example, plot(myGeneNetwork). The modern method of visualizing (and distributing this visualization!)
is the web. And the web is JS. Then there is a need for a bioinformatics workflow platform that can tie itself
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into web JS APIs. This is Bionode in collaboration with BioJS. It is important to know that while Bionode
and BioJS are both JS, they are quite different projects. BioJS aims to provide a set of components for
visualizing biological data on the web whereas Bionode’s goal is provide bioinformatics tools in streams from
Node, and on the browser when possible. Thus the bionode workflow engine would be the most effective
platform to integrate directly into visualization. This fulfills step 5, visualization.

Step 6, stored results, is solved by flushing the pipeline into a file, http request, database, etc. Integration
with Dat enables syncing and sharing of data at each step of the pipeline. This contributes significantly to
enabling reproducibility of workflows. Dat is an open source tool for distributing datasets.

Workflow Engine
While bionode modules are written, so we will an overarching workflow engine be drafted, designed and
applied. This will allow the user to orchestrate streams, in that they can design the composition, paralleliza-
tion, and order of tasks simply through streams, pipes, and forks. Since every Bionode module supports
streams, you can import and compose individual components to construct a workflow. The workflow engine
will be responsible for processing out these task requests on the local machine, an external service through an
integration, or both. For example, consider the following potential workflow for performing variant calling:

const engine = require('bionode-engine')
const sam = require('bionode-sam')

const refGenome = 'NC_012967.1.fasta'

// Engine wraps streams, or perhaps configuration
const e = new engine(
fs.createReadStream('readIDs.csv')

.pipe( extractReadIDs() )

.pipe( fetchRead() )

.pipe( sam.align(refGenome) )
)

e.run()

Since Node has streams, the extractReadIDs() stream can emit individually ID objects, which can
then be fetched and aligned. Other workflow systems will get all IDs, then start fetching them. Doing it one
object at a time is convoluted and difficult to set up in other systems. Furthermore, bionode workflows have
the potential to run in the browser! This is huge, and can help create stronger tool documentation, tutorial
material for students, backbone to interactive visualizations, etc. With WebAssembly just recently landing
in Chrome Canary, we may even be able to see SAM alignments on the browser in a few years.

The main idea here is that the workflow was defined in a human readable manner. The engine will take
care of all the issues surrounding dependent tasks, machine resources, parallel processing, etc, so that the
experimenter can focus on the actual task at hand.

Another benefit of this approach is that it makes it possible to log which item exactly failed, when errors
do occur. The engine will avoid “all or nothing” scenarios where one error ruins the whole thing, and will
support re-entrance to a specific point in the pipeline so that tasks do not need to be repeated.

Integrations
The streaming workflow engine will be directly integratable with queuing services such as Sun Grid Engine.
When an external resource is unavailable, the engine can use local resources. Moreover, local and external
streams can be started, and whichever finishes first can be used in the overall workflow, deleting the losing
stream. Other integrations will include AWS Lambda/EC2, HPC clusters like SGE through qsub. Docker
containers can also be employed. The idea is to include as much external integration as possible. This can
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be achieved by sending out child processes from Node, and listening+parsing the events they throw. For
example, a wrapper around qsub could be used to organize streams in SGE. The engine will also integrate
with Dat, and enable the user to decide which results from which streams they would like to store. This can
be achieved by forking one stream, where one fork saves to dat, and the other continues the pipeline.

Project Plan

Investigation
• Explore the alternatives. What do they offer that is good? Bad? E.g. snakemake, nextflow.

• Consider explict, implicit, configuration, or class based frameworks as described by Leipzig [1].

• Explore and understand the capacity of streams. How they can be orchestrated?

• What are the best workflow cases to illustrate. Pick 5+ good and different workflow examples that can
be developed. Choose workflows from the main areas of bioinformatics: sequence analysis, gene and
protein expression, structural bioinformatics, and network and systems biology. For these workflows,
new bionode modules will be developed if required, and then the workflow will be implemented within
the engine. Diversity of experiments is important to test the generality of the engine, and provide
examples to a larger user base.

Documentation and Tests
• Ongoing with tools like JSDoc3

• Weekly quick API overviews and bi-weekly docs reviews

• Unit testing with Mocha, Chai, and Travis CI

Potential Schedule
The idea is that individual modules, which are still useful on their own, can be developed as the engine is
finalized. There are a number of repos on the bionode organization with status as development or requested.
I believe that one module per week is a reasonable goal. Perhaps some will take longer, but the main
takeaway regarding the schedule is that it can be broken down into many individually publishable modules.
While the ultimate goal is to produce the engine, it will be the modules which power the streams within the
workflow. For the following, I picked one bionode module that is in development or requested. Depending
on the investigations into workflows to explore as examples of the engine, these may be swapped out. On
the advice of the mentors, modules can be expanded to 2 or three weeks at the expense of less important
ones.

I also think it is important to get at least 3 complex workflow examples done. Perhaps these can be in
increasing order of complexity.
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Week Module Example Workflow Engine
1 bionode-sam VCF simple streams wrapper
2 bionode-sge VCF basic stream orchestration
3 bionode-obo VCF integrate bionode-sge into engine
4 bionode-vcf VCF continue to integrate bionode-sge into engine
5 bionode-go graph-based DESeq integrate dat into engine
6 bionode-deseq graph-based DESeq integrate dat into engine
7 bionode-bwa RNASeq integrate dat into engine
8 bionode-rsem RNASeq integrate dat into engine
9 bionode-X workflow 4 improve engine
10 bionode-X workflow 4 improve engine
11 bionode-X workflow 4 improve engine
12 clean existing modules+docs cleaning tests, website
13 clean existing modules+docs cleaning docs, website

It may be entirely possible that some weeks will be enough to finish 2 or 3 small modules. My overall
goal is to get as many illustrative and varied workflows done as possible, so as to investigate and develop
the use of the engine, and create more streaming modules. These are estimates, and I leave some at the
end as variables, but after the investigation stage, choosing a first few exemple workflows with the mentors,
a fine tuned schedule following the same format can be created. Also note that even if I am incapable of
completing the bionode-engine module for whichever reason, I will still have contributed many new modules
which can work perfectly fine on their own to the project.

Obligations
Finish the school year on April 27. If I am accepted and choose to do GSoC, the startup I cofounded
(StockRender) will take a backseat.
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